171 Cedar Arts Center’s FY 2019-20 was a pivotal year for our community arts center! Fall classes were quickly underway with offerings that included dance, ceramics, visual arts, culinary, literature, language arts, yoga, Tai Chi, and fencing. 171’s core value that arts education is “inclusive of everyone” was reflected this year in our exhibits and performances, the opportunities provided through scholarships, the addition of a wheelchair accessible ceramics wheel, and our ongoing focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion in all we do.

We were excited to bring live performance back to the Drake House Studio Theater with a series that celebrated diversity of art forms, artists, origins, and history! Please read our “Highlights” section on page 4 for details. In the Houghton Gallery, we featured Julie Thurber’s textile installation exhibit, “Dirty Laundry and Other Women’s Work,” followed by “Spotlight,” a collaborative multi-media exhibit with West End Gallery that featured work from four regional artists, Bruce Baxter, Anne Bialek, David Buck, and Ileen Kaplan. January 2020 revealed “Nascent,” our inaugural collaborative exhibit of The Studio artists of the Corning Museum of Glass. Our Annual Meeting & Celebration on March 7th highlighted the achievements of our faculty, students, and volunteers.

Then the COVID-19 pandemic NY State PAUSE tested our resolve. In-person exhibits and performances were canceled. Our staff and faculty reimagined 171, from classes and workshops to exhibits, performances, and fundraisers. We, along with the rest of the world, pivoted to learn new technology, and reinvented the way we learned, taught, and attended meetings. We offered free online workshops and performances during the shutdown. Our annual Kaleidoscope Gala went virtual and exceeded fundraising goals. As a Phase 4 Arts & Entertainment organization, we were able to reopen on a limited basis in July, with new protocols and a heightened commitment to the health and safety of our community.

At this writing, there is light at the end of the pandemic tunnel. We are grateful to be able to fulfill our mission thanks to the generosity of our members, donors, grantors, and corporate sponsors. We look to a brighter future ahead, and hope to see you soon at 171 Cedar Arts Center!

Beth Landin, 171 Executive Director

The 2019-2020 fiscal year has been challenging for us, like for many other arts organizations. But as we reflect back on this past year, there is so much to be grateful for.

Our board, staff, and faculty members have been fully dedicated to ensuring that 171 could continue to serve our community through the arts, even while NY State was on pause due to COVID-19. Our priority has been to keep all students, faculty members, and staff safe as we were following or exceeding federal and NY State guidelines.

Under Beth’s leadership, the staff has been incredibly creative and was able to quickly move several of our activities to a virtual or hybrid format. While many of our members are still missing in-person classes, we have been able to maintain strong connections with our students and pursue our mission. Under last year’s challenges, our Sustainability Capital Campaign’s tagline “Art Powered Forward” could not be more meaningful. We are moving forward in ways we could not have imagined a year ago. The Board of Directors has been particularly responsive in these testing times, providing guidance and support as we were facing difficult decisions. Our team is vibrant, stronger than ever, and engaged to grow 171’s positive impact even further by offering exceptional art education, contemporary art exhibits, and presenting live performances.

This being my first year serving as President of the Board, I wanted to end this message on a personal note. I feel very fortunate to be able to support 171 Cedar Arts Center, an institution that has a very special place in my heart. In 2007, we had just moved from France to Corning, NY. As I went through the Bruce house doors for the first time, I felt immediately welcome. Since then, our family has attended many classes, from ceramics and photography to belly dancing and ballet. 171 is a beacon for our vibrant community that helped us to settle in, and we continue to find in 171 an extraordinarily warm and inclusive place to meet new friends and enjoy different forms of arts.

I hope we will see you soon. So, if you haven’t already, please join us to experience all that is 171!

Xavier Lafosse, 171 Board President
**Our Mission** 171 Cedar Arts Center enriches the community by offering exceptional arts instruction, exhibiting today’s artists, and presenting live performances.

**Our Values** Artistically-dynamic, Community-centered for more than 50 years, Collaborative, Inclusive of everyone, Passionate about art’s power and possibilities, Committed to excellence in all we do, Appreciative and caring of clients, faculty, artists, and volunteers, & Dedicated to honest, responsive, and responsible management

---

**Fiscal Year 2019-20**

**Revenues & Expenses**

*Cinderella Photos provided by Laura Wright Austin*

**Total Revenues**
- Unrestricted Gifts: $706,394
- Restricted Gifts: $310,872
- Non-Operating Revenue, Net: $108,058
- Total Revenues: $1,125,324

**Operating Expenses**
- Programs and Grants: $414,538
- Fundraising: $89,274
- Management and General: $317,557
- Total Expenses: $821,369

*Includes contributions to the Sustainability Capital Campaign to build assets for sustainability and the long term support of 171’s mission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital Campaign Contributions</td>
<td>$171,561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Campaign Matching Gifts</td>
<td>$55,381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$226,942</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

171 Cedar Arts Center
An exciting line up of performances filled the Drake House Studio Theater this past year!

In September 2019, 171 brought NY City dance company Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana to Corning. Two Flamenco dancers and two musicians provided our audience a fun and thrilling peek at this spectacular Latin Dance form with a sold-out performance. This project marked the return to a dynamic relationship between 171 Cedar Arts Center, NY State Dance Force, and Lois Welk, Artistic Director of American Dance Asylum. Lois also established a residency for former 171 dance student, Mark Schmidt, as part of her “Bring It Home” initiative. Mark was joined in the Bruce House Ballroom by his creative partner, Remi Harris, for the 3-day residency. Video of their final project was shared during 171’s Kaleidoscope Virtual Edition fundraiser in June.

In November, 171 welcomed world-renowned guitarist, Gareth Pearson. Billed as “The Welsh Tornado,” Gareth’s explosive finger-styling and pop aesthetic made for a fun and energetic evening of musical entertainment. The intimate concert was made possible by generous sponsorships from 171 Members, David and Susan Morse, and James and Amy Truxon.

The final fall performance was Penny Sterling’s “Spy in the House of Men – A One Woman Show with Balls.” Penny, who is a Corning native and transgender writer and activist, shared her coming out journey with a kind humor that made the topic approachable for a wide audience. The performance was underwritten in part thanks to a grant from the ARTS Council of the Southern Finger Lakes.

In January 2020, Patty Ozer’s Story Ballet starred 120 dancers, who performed a charming, contemporary version of “Cinderella.” This beloved annual community event delighted an audience of over 1,000 at the Corning Museum of Glass.

171 was fortunate to hold one last live performance in February 2020 before the shutdown due to COVID-19. 171 celebrated Black History Month with a vibrant performance from Corning’s Friendship Baptist Church Gospel Choir. The concert explored the history and influence of Black American Gospel music, and called us to recognize every month is Black History Month.

The Bob Kinner Faculty Award for Teaching Excellence was presented to two 171 Cedar Arts Center Faculty members at our 2020 Annual Meeting & Celebration. This year’s Kinner Award Winners were Visual Arts Instructor, Dustin Boutwell and Dance Instructor, Beth Hesch.

Congratulations to our winners!
To make it possible for everyone who wishes to be able to take classes here, 171 Cedar Arts Center has established the 171 Experience Art fund, which allows participation in 171 Cedar Arts Center’s multi-arts programs. The maximum amount of assistance is first determined by the availability of funds and the number of applicants, and then by financial need and/or merit.

Recipients: Courtney Allen, Jillian Allen, Juliet Allen, Emma Arnett, Lydia Bajus, Avery Boris, Sarah Case, Alisyn Conway, Sadie Guerin, Scarlett Guerin, Anastasia Reed, Isabella Reed, Nicholas Reed, Tesla Riesbeck, Alivia Sterling, Isaiah Sterling, Hannah Tomb, and Phoebe Tomb

This scholarship was established in 2007 with funds generously made available to 171 Cedar Arts Center from the family of Charlene Coleman Holland. This scholarship commemorates Mrs. Holland’s interest in the richness of the region’s arts and cultural community. Mrs. Holland was deeply committed to furthering music education and programming in the area and was instrumental in establishing the Center’s first Suzuki program. Additionally, Charlene was the first Executive Director of the Chemung Valley Arts Council (now The ARTS Council of the Southern Finger Lakes) in 1973 and lived in the Corning-Elmira area from 1963 to 2001, when she relocated with her husband to Salt Lake City, Utah, upon his retirement. Holland Scholarships are awarded to students who are currently taking private or group, piano and/or string lessons at 171 Cedar Arts Center.


The Edwin Caplin Foundation Fund is committed to fueling passion, encouraging learning, and cultivating philanthropic spirit in the arts through this scholarship, which was established in 2010 to provide financial assistance to students who are participating in 171 Cedar Arts Center’s multi-disciplinary arts programming.

Recipients: Sasha Andre, Victoria Andre, Mataya Burdick, Ariel Burdick, Seika Dingel, Tara Hurlburt, Olivia Miller, Katie Okonski, Piper O’Konski, Sarah Osburn, Jackson Osburn, Jacquelyn Osburn, Julianna Osburn, and Leahbella Quigley
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The following contribution levels are determined by the total of all gifts given during FY2019-20 (Sept. 1, 2019 - Aug. 31, 2020), including: membership, unrestricted gifts, participation in fundraising events, restricted gifts, corporate matches & gifts of stock and property.

**Contributors**

**Champions:** $7,500 & Up
- **The Ackerman Family**
- **Therese Arligue & Xavier Lafosse***
- **Kim Frock & Wendell Weeks**

**Benefactor:** $3,000-$7,499
- **Trudy & Charles Craig**
- **Angie & Eric Elder***
- **Jennifer & Adam Ellison***

**Advocates:** $1,000-$2,999
- **Carol & Doug Allan***
- **Angela & Tymon Daniels**
- **Jamie Huang-Chu & Eric Chu***
- **Lynn & Alan Eusden**
- **Hilliard Corporation**
- **Dwayne Thomas Neal & Daniel H. Paquette**
- **Ann & Barry Nicholson***
- **Brittany & Fabio Salgado**
- **The Satori Group**
- **Susie Silbert & Jeffrey Toohig**
- **Judy & Richard Sphon**
- **Cassandra Taliaferro***
- **Amy & James Truxon**
- **Barbara & Frank Vassallo**
- **Marcia Weber & Jim Flaws**

---

*Thank you to corporations including Corning Incorporated, Freddie Mac and Apple for matching these gifts!

# of matched gifts for General Operating Support for FY2019-20: 14

**$21,762**

Nearly Doubling Last Years Matching Donations!
### Protectors: $500-$999
- Linda & Douglas Anderson
- Lisa & Gilles Bertrand
- Chemung Canal Trust Company
- Hadiyah Chowdhury
- Kathleen Greger*
- Angela & Kevin Julien
- Michelle & Gautam Kudva
- Beth & Mark Landin
- Karen Meriwether & Tom Snow
- Patty & Russell Ozer
- Denise & Scott Robinson*
- Kay & Mark Rogus
- Mary & Tony Tripeny
- Diane Legendre & Jim Webb
- Janna & Darren Wilcox

### Patrons: $200-$499
- Anonymous
- Jeanne & Tom Cauvoti
- Penny Chung & Brad Lint
- Corning Dental Associates
- Connie & David Davies
- Helen & Cameron Dunlap
- Maureen & Kevin Gahagan
- Kate & Daniel Gerwig
- Kim Huston
- Renee & Josh Jacobs
- Stephanie Lewis
- Ashleigh & Doug Madison
- Laura & Tom McGrath
- Kaye Newbury & Nick Borrelli
- Michele & John Novotny*
- John Orser
- Lynn Pifer & John Ulrich
- Terri & Warren Radke
- Kathy & Dave Rauscher
- Gunars Reimanis
- Vicki & Steve Rossette
- Kathleen Schweniger
- Jill VanDewoestine & Glenn Kohnke
- Xtreme Internet-
- Rachel and David Tews
- Michiko & Kogo Yamaguchi
- Marianne & JD Young
- Kaoru & Greg Zeren*

### Partners: $20-$199
- Anonymous
- Ryan Anderson
- Kate & Ric Asbeck
- Renu & Madapusi Badrinarayan
- Jean & Matt Balster
- Susan Berry
- Jill & Tom Blagg
- Barbara & Tom Blumer
- Alisa Brown
- Kristi Burns
- Ann Campbell
- Patty Campbell*
- Ann & Steve Capper
- Bonnie & Gary Chollet
- Melissa Colacino & John Siriani
- Laura Coleman & Tom Halgash
- Amy & Stephan Connors
- Madonna Cornelissen & Edward Andrewlavage
- Susan & Douglas Cotton
- Rene & Mark Dickens
- Laura & Joe Doherty
- Riki & David Dowler
- Jacqueline Dunbar*
- Kristen Einstein & Craig Riley
- Jennifer Fais & Noel Sylvester
- Jane & Richard Fastiggi
- Mary Gill-Scott & Lewis Scott
- Tina Gottesman & Jeffrey Alves
- Jeanne & Richard Greger
- Penny & Kirk Gregg
- Randi & Dusty Hewit
- Joan & Geoffrey Heywood
- Carrie & Rob Houghton
- Jessica Huang
- Eileen Huff
- Katerina & Daniel Hulme
- Mary Lou Hunt-Quintal
- Charles Hunter
- Jeanne Innis-Olson
- Kathy & Scott Innis
- Pat Jackson
- Rebecca & Timothy Johnson
- Christina Johnson
- Cheryl Jordan
- Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
- Cynthia & Kirk Klingensmith
- Dena Kofford
- Nythia Krishnan & Natesan Venkataraman
- Michael Moss & Ryan Libel
- Sean Lukasik
- Molly Lutton
- Andrea & Tom Lynch
- Mary Ann & Ted Marks
- Sophie & Alex Mayolet
- Marie McKee & Robert Cole
- Sarah & Gautam Meda
- Alison Merkl
- Sue & Charlie Milazzo
- Jean Miner
- Andrea Muller-Hoff & Kyle Hoff*
- Ann Netter
- Taryn Nie
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- Barbara & Tom O’Brien
- Ellen & John O’Hare
- Alan & Barbara Oplinger
- Meghan O’Toole
- Jill & Tom Palmer
- Michelle & David Pastel
- Susan & Scott Pawlak
- Lynn & Bruce Peffley
- Lisa Peterson
- Anne Pierce
- Karen Rebis*
- Anna Rice
- Ruth & Mark Riesbeck
- Misty Riesbeck
- Molly & David Rochelle
- Judy & Joe Rowe
- Savannah Consulting
- Zachary Sawyer
- Tracey Shill
- Erica & John Shirley
- Bobbi & Jonathan Shaut
- Brett Smith
- Mitchell H. Smith & Brian Lee Whisenhunt
- Mary H. Smith
- Connie & Louise Sullivan-Blum
- Kristin & Charles Swain
- Harriet & Gil Sweet
- Gretta Tomb
- Clare & Jan van den Blink
- Linda & Martin van der Grinten
- Amanda Warren
- Edisa Weeks
- West End Gallery-Jesse Gardner
- Rusti Wigg
- Maria Winston
- Stephanie Witt
- Mary & Derek Woollatt
- Benda & Roy Yarnell

*Thank you to corporations including Corning Incorporated, Freddie Mac and Apple for matching these gifts!
Art Powered Forward - Sustainability Campaign Donors

$100,000 and above
Corning Incorporated Foundation
Mr. James Flaws and Ms. Marcia Weber
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Pambianchi*
Mr. Wendell Weeks and Ms. Kim Frock

$50,000 - $99,999
Community Foundation of Elmira-Corning and the Finger Lakes
Lumina Foundation
E. Marie McKee and Robert H. Cole, Jr.
Ann and Barry Nicholson*

$10,000 - $49,999
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Eusden
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gerwig
Penelope and Kirk Gregg
Clark and Ann Marie Kinlin
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lynch*

$1,000 - $9,999
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Landin
Jim and Sarah Michaelson
Dr. and Mrs. David Morse
Network for Good
Kaye C. Newbury and Nicholas F. Borrelli
Mr. and Mrs. John Peck
Preservation League of NYS
Dr. Gunars Reimanis

up to $999
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Lin
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Laura Coleman and Tom Halgash
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Dr. and Mrs. Mark Newhouse
Cheryl Sadowski Nichols
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Novotny*
Ms. Jennifer O'Brien
Thomas C. and Barbara F. O'Brien*
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Ozer
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Perry & Carroll, Inc.
Anne V. Pierce
July Corby Reilly
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Thomas Riley
Lenore Strocchia Rivera
Mr. and Mrs. David Rochelle
Allison Rossettie
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Mr. Adam C. Setzer
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Damon Smith and Family
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Ms. MaryBeth Then
Mr. and Mrs. James Tronsden
Mr. Brad Turner and
Ms. Beth Hylen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Walker
George and Stephanie Welch, Jr.
Ms. Lois Welt
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Wightman Family
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Wilkinson
Mr. Dan Williams and
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Robert and Sharon Williams
Emily Winesberry
Dr. and Mrs. Russell Wogom
Mr. Siavash Yazdanfar
171 Members

171 Cedar Arts Center is a New York State NonProfit Member Corporation. The following lists of 171 members includes everyone whose membership was active during fiscal year 2019-20.

We appreciate your engagement and support!

Individual Memberships: $45

Victoria Ahrens
Courtney Allen
Karen Alpha
Betty Bennett
Gayle Bicknell
Kuhu Biswas
Carolyn Board
Alisa Brown
Hazel Butler
Pat Butray-Frey
Grace Caru
Jacqueline Damore
Amy Dewing
Beth DiLauro
Diane Doebler
Riki Dowler
Jacqueline Dunbar
Beth Freihi Fowler
Jesse Gardner
Mary Gill-Scott
Lisa Gillis
Josue Gomez
Jean Gray
Cara Groeber
Diana Grooll
Meghan Gross
Carolyn Guardino
Kate Gerwig
Matthew Haas
Cynthia Haigh
Gretchen Halpert
Amanda Houck
Jamie Huang-Chu
Eileen Huff
Kim Huston
Tonia Illig
Pat Jackson
Julie Johns
Cheryl Jordan
Jeanne Kotula
Kaitlyn Kowalski
Dan LaBar
Alison Lane
Nancy Larrabee
Mike Laurin
Kathleen Lawrence
Mingling Li
Matthew Liao
Brad Lint
Dino Losito
Martha Manikas-Foster
Mary Ann Marks
Angela McBready
Rita McCabe
Michelle McFarlane
Doris J. Metzger
Jenny Monroe
Debra Moss
Sally Murphy
Taryn Nie
Lee O’Connell
Laura M. Opelt
John Orser
Anne Pierce
Casey Phifer
Lisa Price
Daniel Ragland
Tara Ramaih
Gunnars Reimans
Andrea Rice
Beth Rowland
Leah Rupp-Wakley
Zachary Sawyer
Rob Simandle
Cynthia Singer
Mary Smith
Beth Stone
Karen Strayer
Emily Swan
Jassemine Tokuz
Gretta Tomb
Renee Torrey
Lianne Uesato
Erica Unterman
Kimberly Ure
Caitlin Vinopal
Amanda Warren
Lois Welk
Annie Werner
Rusti Wigg
Nicole Wilder
Melissa Williamson
Gary Wilson
Miles Winship
Jenny Worship
Regina Yang
Thank You!

Sponsors & Partners

Volunteers
171 Cedar Arts Center depends on the generosity of our dedicated volunteers each year. Area students and adult volunteers lend their time and skills to: events, classes, repairs and maintenance, gardening, special clean up days, Patty Ozer Story Ballet, exhibition receptions, recitals, culinary, summer camps, 171’s Annual Meeting, and more. We thank you for supporting 171 through your willingness, commitment, and hard work!

Grantors

171 Cedar Arts Center receives general operating support made possible by the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.